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City of Olmsted Falls 
Minutes of a Council Work Session 

Wednesday, November 18, 2020, at Olmsted Falls City Hall 

26100 Bagley Road – Council Chambers, 6:30 p.m. 
 

Council President Stibich called the meeting to order at 6:32 p.m.  Roll call was conducted.  

Councilmen Jennifer Jansen, Jay McFadden, Yvonne Buchholz, and Brian Chitester were present.   

Cornel Munteanu was excused.  Lori Jones was absent. 

 

Discussion and Presentation by Blue Technologies for IT Services 
 

Chief Rogers stated that as Council is aware, we are continuing to look to transition our IT support 

services from our current vendor to a new vendor.  When we started this endeavor, we had a good 

idea that changes were going to be needed but did not realize what we were getting into.  Once we 

started the process, we received a couple of proposals.  His feeling is that we will always look at what 

we can to get the best product for the best price point that we can.  He met with Blue Technologies, 

like he did with the other two vendors, they went through very similarly of what the other vendors did 

and they put together a proposal, which he provided to Council recently and that is what brought us to 

tonight’s meeting.  He introduced Eric Thal from Blue Technologies.  

 

Mr. Thal thanked Council for the opportunity to meet with them tonight.  He stated that if there are 

questions to please stop him as he is going through the presentation.  He stated that he is responsible 

for the IT division of Blue Technologies.  Andrew Kahl stated that he is one of the managed IT 

service executives at Blue Technologies and we have been working closely with Chief Rogers.  He 

stated that he will always be a liaison; Jared Whiteside stated that he will be the city’s technical 

account manager, he will be involved in the onboarding process which takes 30 to 90 days and after 

that he will hold quarterly business reviews to review the infrastructure and IT security; Mark 

Dunkley stated that he is the senior engineer for Blue Technologies Smart Solutions, he is in charge 

of the day to day operations of all technicians in the field; Wayne Elliot stated that he is the internal 

support manager for Blue technologies and basically his job is to coordinate the inside operations to 

support not only the gentlemen in the field but also our sales and engineering side.   

 

Mr. Kahl stated that the purpose of the presentation is to share information about Blue Technologies 

and the services the city would receive from us, the other gentlemen will review the work that will be 

completed during the onboarding phase.  He stated that Blue Technologies is a local family-owned 

organization, two out of three of our majority members met each other on the Cleveland Browns 

practice squad, unfortunately for them it did not work out with the Browns and decided to start their 

own company, which is now Blue.  We are about a 200-person organization and brought up as a 

multi-function device or copier/printer company, if you will.  In 2013 we purchased an organization 

called Smart Solutions which is the division Mr. Thal and the rest of the gentleman run and is the IT 

portion of our division.  We are today, one of only two managed service providers in the State of 

Ohio that has an on-site help desk and network operations center that is a 24/7 operation.  We pride 

ourselves on that having that local presence allows us to dispatch and provide certain service level 

agreements in the case of any simple or critical level events we can get people out.  We have what we 

call “Commitment to Excellence” and he will extend this offer that he would any of our potential 
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clients, if you would every like to come onsite and see some of the operations you are more than 

welcome and you will see the Commitment to Excellence all over our building. For the deliverables 

we will discuss tonight, if we ever mess up, we will place a 10% discount on the following month’s 

invoice. We really want to make sure our customers are taken care of and we put our teeth into the 

commitment. The fact that we have a local presence allows us to make sure that in any type of event, 

especially cyber security that we can get people out quickly to make sure that you are taken care of.  

We do a ton of philanthropic work in the community and part of the reason we are here is because of 

our owners relationship with Chief Rogers, they go to the same church, so it was a nice segway for us 

to be able to have a warm introduction to Council. As he mentioned we are a family owned company 

and we try to have a lot of community outreach whether its food drives or any type of opportunities 

we can take to get ourselves out of the office to make a positive impact in our community here in the 

greater Cleveland area. We have several offices throughout the state one in Cleveland, which is our 

headquarters, Akron/Canton and we have a Columbus branch. We work with is non-profits working 

very closely with those groups managing their infrastructure but also doing a lot of different 

community outreach programs with them as well. He is sure if we have the opportunity to earn the 

city’s business, in any capacity, we would love to work with the city to see what we can do on that 

front as well.  

 

He stated that he likes to tell a little bit of a story to kick things off.  We have all been in a situation 

before when it has been one of those days or weeks at work and you are ready to hit the off switch. 

As luck would have it you get in your car and you turn the ignition and the first thing you see is the 

check engine light come on, you think great one more thing to deal with. Then you hit the interstate 

on your way home you hit a pothole now your wheel alignment is off, it starts raining and your 

windshield wipers aren’t working right and it seems like things are snowballing. But as luck would 

have it you get home and maybe your favorite TV show is on that night or the kids are behaving and 

homework is done; granted when your head hits the pillow that night hopefully you are not thinking 

about that check engine light. The parallel or analogy he is trying to draw is pretend when you are 

sleeping a Nascar pit crew comes in to service your vehicle so what we are going to do is check your 

alignment and make sure that is fixed so when you go to work the next day you can drive properly; 

we are going to fix your windshield wipers and do everything else with the vehicle to make sure it is 

running smoothly and you can get to where you want to be safely. Most importantly we are going to 

make sure that we find the root of the cause for that check engine light and what we can do to 

mitigate that light from coming on again and affecting your commute. The only difference between 

the vehicle and what we are doing is its going to be your entire network and IT infrastructure; it could 

be something as simple as somebody not being able to connect to their printer all the way up to a 

potential cyber event or phishing event where someone is hacking your data. We have a 24/7 365 

operation so you can call if you have an issue at 2 in the morning or 2 in the afternoon when you 

somebody will pick up the phone.  He stated that active monitoring, he would say 99% of the time 

any issues that our clients have within their environment we know about before they do; that’s the 

real time monitoring, it sends a red flag and we reach out. There have even been instances where we 

are in the parking lot in the morning waiting for them with the keys to let us in to get to work. We 

really just want to make sure you get the services you are paying for and are taken care of from a 

cyber security stand point.  Additionally, one great part about Jared, who introduced himself and is 

acting as your vendor manager, he will work with you to co-author what we call a technology road 

map. We never want our clients to be blindsided by anything as it relates to their infrastructure. 

Unfortunately, we live in an environment where technology does change quite a bit for instance the 

new iPhone came out and in a couple years a new one will and the one you have in your pocket will 

be obsolete so we want to make sure that you are never blindsided especially from a dollars and cents 
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perspective on any projects you might have, so you don’t have to keep reinventing the wheel, we will 

coauthor that roadmap with you and Jared will act as a vendor manager. The story he always tells is it 

seems like we have all had a situation where you are on the phone with your internet service provider 

or the Verizon’s or AT&T’s of the world and you would like that call to be five seconds but it ends 

up typically being 25 mins to maybe an hour. In this situation instead of you having to get on the 

phone and deal with your vendor you would call Jared as he will have all that pertinent information 

anyway and he works on your behalf to take care of that. It could be something as simple as dealing 

with the copier/printer, phone system, internet service provider, or whatever vendors you’re working 

with then you don’t have to make those calls. We want to maximize your up time allowing someone 

like Chief Rogers to do his job and police the city and allow Council to focus on the municipality as 

well.   

 

He stated that overall professional services are built into this. There is a problem in our industry 

which we see with some managed service providers where its kind of a break/fix environment, 

someone’s computer breaks they come out and fix it, then you don’t see them again till you call them. 

We don’t want to be viewed as the people who just fix things when they break; we really want to act 

as a true technology consultant or advisor and that comes into play again with Jared who will meet 

with you on a quarterly basis making sure you understand where your environment is or any projects 

or initiatives you have on the horizon. We will be the individuals that you lean on, we don’t want you 

to have to do “push up’s,” for lack of better terms, and anything in relation to your IT or technology 

infrastructure. We recognize that you have a job to do here and most of you probably aren’t 

technology experts, as even he is not in some cases, so allow us to be that person. Again, maximizing 

your up time for your city and allowing someone like Chief Rogers to focus on the police aspect and 

then allowing and leaning on us for any projects, initiatives, or goals you may have looking forward.  

 

He stated that one of the biggest problems we run into in our space is a ton of nickel and diming, you 

sign on the dotted line for a certain figure and your IT vendor comes back and says its going to cost 

this much more for an hourly rate or whatever it might be. We don’t think that is the right way to do 

business, he personally thinks it erodes a little bit of trust in the relationship when you begin to do 

that. Everything we cover today and everything you see is all for a flat monthly fixed rate. We really 

understand even more so now than ever with COVID every dollar is really important and how you 

manage it for the city and we want to make sure that you are able to do that and budget more 

effectively quarter to quarter as it relates to your technology expenditures. Allow us to be able to 

work with you if you have any questions, concerns, issues or projects that you might be working on 

moving forward. Now, of course, the elephant in the room is the cyber security aspect. Mr. Thal is 

our resident cyber security expert. Any vendor that tells you they can promise that you will be 

completely insulated or protected is doing a disservice. We are going to everything in our power to 

make sure that doesn’t happen and Mr. Thal will go into more detail as it relates to really illegally 

defensible framework that we will work with you on to make sure that if, or when, that does happen 

you have something to fall back on.  

 

Lastly, we think this is important, we have experience in this space in fact Wayne worked for a 

relatively local police force as their CIO so he knows the ins and outs of how to engage with these 

types of organizations and different municipalities and forces that we work with so this won’t be our 

first rodeo. We like to think that we know what we are doing and as Eric mentioned earlier we have a 

specific framework that we follow to make sure that you will be taken care of. If any of you would 

want to speak with any of these organizations or references please let us know and we would be 

happy to accommodate.  
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Mr. Dunkley stated that he is the senior engineer at Blue Technologies.  When he completed a walk 

through of the city we looked at the infrastructure as a whole and in that review we identified four 

major components that we recommend be addressed right away.  The first one is the current network 

infrastructure as it is outdated and all of the equipment in the basement that is basically running the 

building is beyond end of life, our first priority will be to change out the network infrastructure.  One 

of those major components that separates your guest environment from the actual professional 

environment, to make sure that guests cannot see internal data, on the existing network is comingled.  

The second item that we identified is the computer infrastructure.  There is an outdated server upstairs 

as well as outdated operating systems that are no longer supported by Microsoft so there are no 

windows updates or security fixes and that leaves you open to big vulnerabilities.  Our 

recommendation would be to upgrade the operating systems on those affected computers and as a 

secondary part of that we would decommission one of the servers upstairs and utilize the existing 

infrastructure with the idea of moving the infrastructure into the Cloud to Office 365 which gives the 

ability to sign on with two form authentication and that adds an extra layer of security and 

redundancy.   As part of this using the existing infrastructure we are recommending the one server 

that is currently up to date we put more memory, hard drive space into that and migrate the 

information held on the outdated server and house it on the existing server during the transition phase 

to Office 365.  The third item is the introduction of the Office 365.  We have Office 365 Basic which 

gives members just the Microsoft Exchange online applications.  We also quoted for Microsoft Office 

Business Standard which gives the full Microsoft Office Suite.  The main difference between the two 

is the standard license is the actual installable software on your machine and the basic is just the web-

based version of the Microsoft applications.  The fourth major item we have on the list is security of 

the overall network.  We identified that there are currently 54 out of 106 users on the network and not 

all of them are active users, out of the 54 users some of the passwords are set to never expire and that 

is a huge security risk.  Our recommendation is to change the password every 90 days as well as have 

level of complexity, we have identified a couple of passwords on the network that are just password 

with a capital P.  Out of all the users that we have and all the computers that we have an active 

directory only 50 users out of 108 have logged into the computer or the active directory system in the 

last 30 days.  We understand that this number could grow a little bit because of COVID and not 

everyone being in the building but he believes the number we identified as 108 is probably people 

that no longer work for the city but still have active accounts in the system.  Lastly, we have 

identified that the city does not currently have an active cyber security framework so we are 

recommending that we help you create your cyber security framework as well as help you develop a 

campaign for all of your city employees that does active phishing schemes, scam emails, it all comes 

back into a system that you can review and then we will present training materials based on the 

findings of the phishing scams.   These are the major four items that in our review of the network that 

we have identified.  

 

Mr. Chitester asked what the timeframe would be to implement and complete this work.  Mr. Thal 

replied that they can move as quickly as the city is ready to move.  Typically, we schedule projects 

one to two weeks out but we expedite those when needed and when necessary.  We can go as fast as 

the city would like.  Mr. Chitester stated that moving servers around was discussed and asked what 

that timeframe would be.  Mr. Thal replied that we estimated that it would take about 50 hours to do 

the work and would do it concurrently once the city says yes, so it would take approximately a week 

to get that set up.  He stated that Mr. Dunkley discussed the security framework and Mr. Kahl eluded 

to cyber security earlier and really what matters is whether you are talking about HIPPA compliance, 

PCI compliance with credit cards, or personally identifiable information, it doesn’t matter would the 

compliance is at the end of the day its all based off the same framework.  We have a safe harbor law 
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in Ohio as long as you are following the Nist 800171 framework for cyber security you get out of jail 

free card.  It is not a question of it, its only a question of when and what matters when it happens is 

that you have a legally defensible position and in order to have that you follow the Nist framework.  

We are very familiar with it and we can implement that here with limited disruption to how the city 

currently working.  Ms. Jansen asked from what they have seen are we currently following that.  Mr. 

Thal replied no.  Ms. Jansen asked if he could tell from his analysis how long has it been since we 

have followed that.  Mr. Thal did not have an answer.  Ms. Jansen asked what it was called so that she 

could research herself.  Mr. Thal it is called Nist, which stands for National Institute of Standards, the 

rest of the world has ISO, the International Institute of Standards Organization, and if you drive 

around locally you will see flags outside of manufacturing facilities with ISO 9001 compliance, that 

is for best practices around producing manufacturing for safety reasons.  He stated that ISO 27,001 is 

the international standard for cyber security which is based off the Nist framework that we have here 

in the U.S. its like a metric system versus our system.   

 

Mr. Thal stated that we have reviewed the initial presentation and the scope of work and he would 

like to highlight some of the quotes and then the team that would be responsible for supporting the 

city’s efforts.   We have Wayne who is the CIO of the Stark County Sherriff’s Office, Mark, who 

Council has met, we also have about half a dozen full time engineers on staff, the majority of which 

are former military or former defense officials.  Then there is himself and Jared who would be the 

city’s technical account manager, which means he is the city’s dedicated resource.  He is the first 

person you would call and is available 24/7, he loves getting calls at 11 at night its what drives him.  

The first 90 days of onboarding is a critical period so you will see Jared and the rest of us on a 

weekly, if not daily basis.   As we get the city to a stable place, should we be so fortunate to earn the 

city’s partnership, we can deliver that type of virtual CIO or virtual CISO service on whatever 

cadence you prefer. We are happy to be involved in Council meetings on a weekly or monthly basis. 

We have a 200-person organization so we have a locally based help desk of more than a dozen 

technicians and Level 1 engineers, they are all salaried employees of Blue, we do not outsource to 

anyone, you will never deal with a foreign national, everything is local here.  

 

Mr. Thal stated that the first quote which has the first line item of Blue Protect Work Station is the 

monthly service.  Everything that Mr. Kahl discussed in the presentation is included in this monthly 

charge.  If your 10 employees end up using our help desk once, twice, 1500 times in a month it never 

changes the cost to the city.  This is the base service that we provide and gives the Blue Protect Agent 

that will sit on every of the work stations within the city and gives them the ability to interact with the 

help desk, an email, chat and phone function.  This will allow us to remotely monitor and maintain 

the environment, it allows us to schedule the patching and all the necessary things that happen off 

hours so its not disruptive to the city’s business.  This agent also deploys antivirus and it is important 

that you understand that the antivirus and antimalware security portion of this is included.  This can 

move up or down based on how many employees you have.  You are not obligated to the amount that 

you sign up for on day one.  If the city grows, we can increase this during the term of the agreement, 

or if you end up smaller, we can adjust for that with no penalties.  The Microsoft licensing is very 

similar, you can go up and down in the licensing as needed.  For the purposes of budgetary and 

quoting we understand this may not be written in stone but will work with the municipality to 

determine who needs which license but the Microsoft licensing for Office 365 is available.  There are 

two different types standard and basic, the more expensive one obviously gives you more 

functionality and more of the familiar office products that we may be use to Powerpoint, Sharepoint, 

Excel, etc.  The basic does not come with all these features but will give those individuals the ability 

to send and receive emails.  
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Mr. Stibich indicated that he does not see a term date within the proposal.  Mr. Thal replied that the 

first quote indicates that the contract start date is January 1st and we left it vague because we are 

married to any particular term it is whatever the city feels comfortable with.   

 

Mr. Thal stated that the Microsoft licensing where there is no term associated and Mr. Dunkley talked 

about the four projects so the four projects would require a certain level of investment.  This is the 

upfront infrastructure spend that we would recommend which is about $10,000 and will provide WiFi 

devices, we have heard and also experienced some of the struggles with wireless internet in this 

building and feel we can solve that problem.  The city needs new firewall and we feel this is a 

minimal level of investment to get the city’s infrastructure to place that we can support it.  More than 

that, we are going to move as much to the Cloud as possible and is our recommendation, so we can 

utilize well branded and well-known organizations, Microsoft, Amazon, etc.  This would be a far 

more secure environment than anything we could create for the city in this building.  

 

Mr. Stibich stated that the upfront costs on the first proposal there is the onboarding fee, then the 

$10,000 for hardware, and then installation charges for a total of just under $20,000 upfront and then 

the monthly fees after that.  Mr. Thal replied correct.  There is a fourth proposal and would be up to 

the City as to how this would be deployed internally, which is user awareness training.  Given some 

of the challenges the city has had and we have seen in the environment we feel that it might be 

important to provide some sort of basic level training to the city’s employees regarding what to click 

on and what not to.  This monthly cost is not for a specific amount of time, we can turn it on for a 

month and then turn off based on budget.  If we wanted to target cyber security month in October it 

would be a one-time cost of the $168.  Mr. Stibich asked how testing employees would work.  Mr. 

Thal stated that in the Blue Protect Agent that we would deploy to every work station within the city 

gives us the ability to remote in and fix problems when they happen and also gives us the antivirus.  

We use Webroot, which is a tier 1 provider industry standard well respected for antivirus and is 

similar to McAfee.  Embedded in the Webroot is what is called user awareness training and we can 

send phishing emails to the employees they may click on it or may not and then we can compile a list 

of all those that did click on it.  Mr. Stibich replied that its not that they would be fired or disciplined 

its just to make them aware.  Mr. Thal replied yes, we are just trying to correct behaviors that might 

expose risks to the city.  The user awareness training is just a gamification of phishing emails through 

the Blue Protect Agent that we have and once we have run those tests across the group, we can 

provide the Chief or any other pertinent people lists of individuals that need additional training.  As 

Mr. Dunkley alluded to earlier, we can help develop the training needed for the individuals that are 

struggling with the phishing and some of the other basic security hygiene.  Mr. Stibich stated that this 

is a broad awareness training.  Mr. Thal replied yes.  

 

Wayne thanked the Chief for bringing Blue in and it was a pleasure to get to know him and 

appreciates his time.  He is in a unique position he started his civilian career wearing the uniform for 

both fire and police.  He did several other things across the way and ended up coming back a few 

years ago to the law enforcement community in a different capacity.  One of the things that we have 

talked about after our meeting was the importance of the changing face of the public sector.  As the 

chief is aware things are going to be changing drastically in the next several years, whether it be 

dispatch services, radio services, telephone even, one of the primary things that we stressed, based on 

what he has been doing for the last few years, we cannot come in and look at this as just the PD, to do 

the city the justice and help the city be justified as signing monies to these projects we need to look at 

this as an overall over parching implementation for all of the city, not just PD and fire, we need to 

make sure that we focus on helping the city leverage technology that is going to come across as we 
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implement it here and we help PD, next we move on and help fire, and then move on and help 

Mayor’s Court, etc.  He stated that is the single biggest battle that public government has, stretching 

that money and find a way to unsegment those data areas and make that money apply across 

universally, while it is still dear in my heart and very important that when the Chief sends his ladies 

and gentlemen out, when the fire chief sends his folks out those are the people he cares about and are 

his primary focus.  To support them and give them the tools to properly do the job and to properly 

represent you as the Council and body of government only benefits and trickles down but we have to 

sit down and look at it that way, we have to start preparing the public sector to go into the next phase.  

Funds are limited government gets their last and we understand that, we want to make sure that we 

are helping you get ready for in two years when Strongsville upgrades their dispatch center, we don’t 

want you to find out after it all happens and then none of the computers in the cruiser will function.  

These are the types of things we want to look at and find out how to leverage that technology so that 

we benefit him, Council, the clerk downstairs and the streets department.   That is what he has spent 

the last five years doing, maximizing that money and helping various departments in the government 

entity to start working together and be better stewards of the money and get the true value out of their 

staff.  

 

Ms. Jansen stated that she did some rough math and asked if the grand total $21,333.00 and then the 

monthly would then be $2,800 for what is listed.  Chief Rogers replied that he believes the monthly 

charge would be $2,988. He stated that all the proposals include some sort of training.  To refresh 

Council’s memory, the ransomware that we had last year came in through an email at the Jenkins 

Senior Center and this is what we are talking about.  All three companies that he spent time with he 

stressed to them that, in his opinion, we have to have some kind of way of combating that.  To Mr. 

Stibich’s point, we are not trying to discipline anyone and no one will be in trouble, it is just a matter 

of whoever our IT provider is going to be that randomly throughout the year our employees get sent 

things and if they just delete it that’s logged and that report will go to whomever in the department.  

Hypothetically, if an officer clicks on something that they shouldn’t and its part of this training they 

will be advised that they shouldn’t have clicked on it and that is reported to him and then we can get 

the officer some training, this will help prevent another ransomware attack.  Mr. Stibich stated that 

this would be positive reinforcement for the employees and not just catching them doing something 

wrong but training them in other areas to give them skills and knowledge.   

 

Mr. McFadden asked if this was what Ms. Jones use to talk about regarding testing the system.  Chief 

Rogers stated that he believes what Ms. Jones was referring to was audits.  Mr. McFadden asked if 

that was separate.  Chief Rogers replied yes.  She was referring to SOCK audits.  Mr. Thal replied 

that Blue’s service is $2,222 and that is what is unique to Blue.  This is our product offering and how 

we package and includes all the things we talked about today.  The Microsoft licensing costs is a pass 

through cost, this cost will be the same no matter which vendor the city chooses, assuming these are 

the licenses the city chooses.  The security awareness training is optional, the city is not obligated to 

pay for this and we feel that the city will find the costs competitive.  The 50 hours of installation is 

based on the approximate $10,000 or $11,000 investment that we recommend the city makes for the 

network, you will make that investment whether you make it Blue or another company.  We feel that 

Council will find that each of the line items are very competitive.  We received a mandate from the 

owner to make sure we were palatable from a price perspective and we can match or beat anything 

the city might see.  As you travel through this journey and compare different providers if there is a 

area that we need to clarify or sharpen our pencil we will certainly do it.  The vast majority of the 

costs are pass through costs for the technology the city would be consuming.  The $2,222 is Blue’s 

package and we feel that you will find that competitive to anything else you are looking at and it 
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includes the remote monitoring and maintenance and the security.  Mr. Stibich stated that in some 

quotes we may be paying upfront for these hardware devices that we are paying a monthly fee for 

with Blue Technologies in the $2,222.  The Blue Protect server monitoring covers the city’s current 

servers and not us providing a new server.  The Blue Protect Work Station is the agent that will be on 

everyone’s computer; Blue Protect Server is the agent that will sit on the server’s in the environment.  

Mr. Stibich asked if the programs would be compatible with the city’s current servers.  Mr. Thal 

replied yes.  Mr. Stibich stated that the city would not upgrade its servers.    

 

Mr. Dunkley stated that Blue would upgrade one of the servers and decommissioning it onto the other 

server.  That line item in the quote is our ability to monitor the actual server and be able to repair that 

server remotely.  Mr. Stibich asked what would be the cost of a new server.  Mr. Dunkley replied that 

Blue is not recommending that the city obtain a new server.  We would like to upgrade some of the 

components in the city’s existing server with the idea that we move that infrastructure into the Cloud 

and then decommissioning the existing server.  Mr. Stibich replied that instead of putting hard drives 

in a server the city would utilize the Cloud but we need to upgrade our existing server.  Mr. Dunkley 

replied for the time being.  There are two servers currently in the environment, one is running Server 

2008 Par 2 and it is at the end of life and should have been decommission January 14, 2020 and then 

the other server is running Server 2012 Par 2 which is not at the end of life until 2022.  Mr. Stibich 

asked if that would work with the Cloud and store our information.  Mr. Dunkley replied that is 

correct.  Mr. Stibich asked what if the city had to get a new server.  Mr. Dunkley replied that if the 

city needed a new server Blue would provide a quote, however, it is our opinion that it is not 

necessary at this time.  Mr. Thal replied that it is not the best practice for the city to have servers on 

site and we will leverage the equipment that the city has for as long as we can but once it moves to 

the end of life and we can no longer support it we would then transition that to the Cloud.  

 

Mr. Stibich stated that Blue is not recommending any large investment at this point.  Mr. Thal stated 

that we do not feel that the city needs to make a significant upfront investment, we can leverage what 

the city has and provide a higher level of service then the city may have experienced to-date.  

 

Mr. Stibich asked if Chief Rogers was comfortable with the security issues.  Chief Rogers replied yes.  

 

Mr. Chitester asked how many individuals would be responsible for Olmsted Falls on a day to day or 

weekly basis, would there be one individual so there is continuity or would there just be a couple 

people Blue would offer.  Mr. Thal replied that by design we typically like to staff our engineers with 

the same client so they become familiar with those systems and becomes a familiar face.  Now, that 

doesn’t mean that in case of an emergency we wouldn’t dispatch someone else on site, but he can 

comfortably say that 95% of the time these are the gentleman the city would deal with.  Mr. Dunkley 

replied that the city will have a primary engineer assigned to the city and as a back up there is also a 

secondary engineer and he will be the overall tier 3 individual.  Generally, we like to keep it at two 

individuals who are very familiar with the city’s site as well as the employees.  We do not want to 

keep sending in someone different because we do not want to reinvent the will.  We have a great 

documenting system so that another engineer can pick up and tells them where everything is at.  

 

Mr. Chitester asked if the city wants to do technology investment like purchase a new server or 

laptops or other equipment would the city be lessors of those products or owners.  Mr. Thal replied 

that would depend how the city wants to consume them, the city would have a choice to do either.  

Mr. Chitester asked if they leaned more towards leasing or purchasing.  Mr. Thal stated that we have 

no preference on how the city consumes but it will cost more over time if you lease, by definition.  
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Mr. Chitester stated that there are certain technological items that we have that we don’t personally 

own and believes they are owned by the current IT vendor or do not physically have all the rights to 

it.  Chief Rogers replied that he is not familiar with anything in the building that the city does not own 

other than the copiers.  He believes what Mr. Chitester is referring to, which goes back to our 

Microsoft licensing, all three companies that he has spoken with are aware, he believes that some of 

our Microsoft licenses on our computers are in Bailey Communications name and not the city’s.  All 

the companies that the city has dealt with thus far have said and he believes Mr. Thal referred to them 

as pass through costs, they do not make money off those licenses, these costs come from Microsoft 

because that it how it is supposed to be.  Well, unfortunately with Bailey Communication instead of 

the city having its own Microsoft Suite on all of our computers they are using their keys which is not 

suppose to happen as you have to pay for your own licensing.  He stated that he just found out about 

this when Mr. Artman was going through the system and indicated that they were not ours.  Mr. 

Chitester replied that is what he was referring. Chief Rogers indicated that regardless of what vendor 

the city chooses this is a must, we have to get our own and they have to be current.  

 

Adjournment 

Mr. Chitester moved to adjourn; Ms. Buchholz seconded.  Voice Vote: 5 ayes; 0 nays. Motion 

carried.  

 

The meeting adjourned at 7:30 p.m. 

 

 

              ____________________________ 

Paul Stibich, Council President  Angela Mancini, Clerk of Council 


